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INC: MECHANISM FOR ADJUSTING PANEL UP AND DOWN

Mechanism for Adjusting Panel Up and Down

This disclosure relates to the field of operating the device that contains with a big panel, such as
display or AIO product. The mechanism allows the end user to adjust the panel moving up and down
easily and smoothly by rotating a wheel.
Nowadays in the market, the product integrated with a big panel can only be adjusted on its angle
but not the up and down position. And the angle adjustment requires one hand holding on the stand
or base while the other one grabbing the panel. Due to the big torque force of the hinge design,
adjusting the panel to a desire angle is not easy sometimes.
The mechanism composes of a wheel, screw, spring, inner post, left and right covers (fig. 1). And the
sequence to assemble them are:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Install the wheel to the screw.
Engage the screw notch to the bottom slot of inner post.
Install the spring to the bottom recess of screw.
Assemble left and right covers.

While rotating the wheel, the inner post will move up and down (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The spring force
could be defined as the same weight of the panel. Then the wheel can be rotated with a small force.
Integrate the mechanism on a stand or base, then assemble it with a panel or system (Fig. 4).
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